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Abstract
This paper surveys the theoretical developments in the -eld of stochastic process algebras,
process algebras where action occurrences may be subject to a delay that is determined by a
random variable. A huge class of resource-sharing systems – like large-scale computers, client–
server architectures, networks – can accurately be described using such stochastic speci-cation
formalisms. The main emphasis of this paper is the treatment of operational semantics, notions of
equivalence, and (sound and complete) axiomatisations of these equivalences for di3erent types
of Markovian process algebras, where delays are governed by exponential distributions. Start-
ing from a simple actionless algebra for describing time-homogeneous continuous-time Markov
chains, we consider the integration of actions and random delays both as a single entity (like in
known Markovian process algebras like TIPP, PEPA and EMPA) and as separate entities (like
in the timed process algebras timed CSP and TCCS). In total we consider four related calculi
and investigate their relationship to existing Markovian process algebras. We also brie8y indicate
how one can pro-t from the separation of time and actions when incorporating more general,
non-Markovian distributions. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation
Performance evaluation means to describe, to analyse, and to optimise the dynamic,
time-dependent behaviour of systems. However, it is rather common for a system to
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Fig. 1. System life cycle and quality assurance.
be fully designed and functionally tested before any attempt is made to determine its
performance characteristics. Redesign of both, hardware and software, is costly and
may cause late system delivery. Therefore, performance evaluation has to be integrated
into the design process from the very beginning [46, 31] (cf. Fig. 1). The saw–tooth
curve schematically shows the system development process when temporal aspects
are considered at a too late stage. Early integration of both functional and temporal
behaviour in a uni-ed methodology allows to diminish these setbacks and improves
the design productivity.
The need for integrated modelling techniques was already recognised in the 1970s.
The most successful examples are stochastic Petri nets [2], stochastic graph models
[91] and stochastic automata networks [85]. Nevertheless, performance evaluation of
complex transportation and processing systems remained an art mastered only by a
small group of specialists. Now, process algebras with their unique features o3er means
which promise a major progress for systematic modelling of complex systems. There-
fore, some 10 years ago a small group of researchers started to deal intensively with
stochastic extensions of process algebras. In this paper we survey the state-of-the art
in the theoretical achievements for these stochastic process algebras, argue the bene-
-ts for performance evaluation (including reliability aspects) and indicate the future
challenges.
1.2. Real-time versus resource-sharing systems
Transportation and processing systems may be split into two classes:
• real-time systems (e.g. systems for process control, manufacturing systems, robots,
avionic control systems), and
• resource-sharing systems (e.g. time-sharing computers, mainframes, telephone and
data-communication systems, production lines with work-over).
While the main objective of real-time system design is to guarantee the correctness of
process interaction, in resource-sharing systems the economical use of resources is of
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prime importance. 2 Therefore, safety and liveness properties are most interesting for
real-time systems while the analysis of throughput, utilisation, loss-probabilities and
delays are the key features when planning resource sharing systems. Consequently, we
also distinguish between di3erent classes of timing and process models:
• Deterministic timing for real-time systems, i.e. actions take place at distinct time
instants or within -xed time intervals. Adequate process models for such systems are
extended -nite-state machines, timed Petri nets, timed automata, and timed process
algebras, and the like.
• Probabilistic timing for resource-sharing systems, i.e. contention, faults and mass
phenomena lead to randomly varying time instants and time intervals. Well-known
process models are queueing networks, stochastic Petri nets, and stochastic graphs
models; the advantages of stochastic process algebras are becoming apparent step by
step.
We focus on resource-sharing systems and their modelling by means of stochastic
process algebras while being aware, however, that real-time system models include
quite some potential for resource-sharing systems too.
1.3. Performance evaluation of resource-sharing systems
The purpose of performance evaluation is to investigate and optimise the dynamic,
time-varying behaviour within and between the individual components of transportation
and processing systems. We measure and model the temporal behaviour of real systems,
de-ne and determine characteristic performance measures, and develop design rules
which guarantee an adequate quality of service.
As we have seen, sharing of resources is mandatory because of economical rea-
sons, i.e. there is a varying number of demands (customers) competing for the same
resources. The consequences are mutual interference, delays due to contention and
varying service quality. Additionally, transmission errors and resource failures do also
in8uence signi-cantly the system behaviour.
The concept of stochastic processes allows to accurately model and investigate
these phenomena. Already in the beginning of this century -rst fundamental results
were obtained for dimensioning telephone systems. Then, the advent of computer sys-
tems, computer networks and operations research required a tremendous lift of both
theoretical advances and practical use of these techniques. However, despite the solid
theoretical foundation on the one side and rich practical experience on the other, per-
formance evaluation is still an art mastered by a small group of specialists. This is
particularly true when the systems are large and when there are sophisticated interde-
pendencies.
Process algebras with their unique features o3er a framework and various concepts
which can help to overcome these major problems of performance evaluation (PE)
2 Note that depending on the level of abstraction, the same technical system may be viewed in one case as
real-time system, in another as resource sharing system. This is particularly true for communication networks.
Note also that a second, common requirement of both types of systems is fault-tolerance.
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Fig. 2. Overview of performance evaluation methodology.
methodology. The main steps of today’s PE-methodology are sketched in Fig. 2, while
Fig. 3 shows a typical example aimed at optimising the throughput of a pick-and-place
robot for electronic board equipping. Workload characterisation and system parame-
ter speci-cation are the -rst sensitive steps in the PE-methodology. Determining these
values needs care and knowledge about both the application and the technical system
components. Next, the design methodology distinguishes between two totally di3erent
but complementary approaches: experiments on the real system (measurements) and
modelling. Both are followed by analysis steps using methods of statistics, stochastic
processes and simulation. Finally, system structures and operating modes are synthe-
sised; systematic parameter variation (in case of experimentation and simulation) and
mathematical optimisation techniques (in combination with stochastic models) guar-
antee good or even optimal system design considering costs and=or performance and
a variety of optimisation constraints. By following all steps of the PE-methodology,
the throughput of an industrial pick-and-place robot could be improved by about 25%.
This considerable gain was facilitated by careful measurements and skillful modelling
of the system behaviour, decoupling of activities, critical path analysis and rescheduling
strategies [105]. This is not a unique example for the success of PE-methodology and
even more dramatic gains are known for e.g. integrated protocol design [98]. However,
despite the high standard of performance monitoring, PE-theory and many supporting
tools, very important problem-classes are not yet solved satisfactorily:
• For designing complex systems, hierarchical and modular modelling is mandatory.
However, interfacing PE-sub-models accurately is still an art. Moreover, state-space
exploration and reduction is often done by hand. Only a few PE-specialists are suO-
ciently experienced to reach reliable results. In order to improve design productivity
and accuracy, much more automatic support is necessary.
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Fig. 3. PE-methodology applied to throughput optimisation of a pick-and-place robot.
• In modelling the performance of parallel and distributed systems, task dependencies
are mostly neglected.
• Separate teams address the functional design and performance evaluation (cf. Fig. 1).
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Stochastic process algebras o3er a solid theoretical foundation and new prospects. They
can help to solve the aforementioned technical problems in a systematic way, and can
assist in diminishing the related organisational problems.
1.4. Stochastic process algebras
The main motivation behind the development of stochastic process algebras has
been – as already mentioned – to accurately describe and investigate the behaviour of
resource-sharing systems (in contrast to timed process algebras for real-time systems).
To achieve this goal, temporal information has been attached to process descriptions
in the form of continuous-time random variables. These random variables allow to
represent time instants as well as durations of activities.
The concept of stochastic process algebras follows the lines of classical process
algebras: the main ingredients are a formal mapping from system description to a se-
mantic model and substitutive notions of equivalence. Equational laws re8ect these
equivalences on the system description level. Rather than considering only the func-
tional behaviour we add stochastic timing information. This additional information in
the semantic model allows the evaluation of various system aspects:
• functional behaviour (e.g. liveness or deadlocks),
• temporal behaviour (e.g. throughput, waiting times, reliability),
• combined properties (e.g. probability of timeout, duration of certain event sequences).
The stochastic process associated with every speci-cation is the source for the deriva-
tion of performance results. Its characteristics clearly depend on the class of random
distributions that are incorporated in the system description. Several attempts have been
made to incorporate generally distributed random variables in the model. However, the
general approach su3ers from the following problem: general distributions lead to in-
tractable stochastic processes and it is often impossible to eOciently analyse them.
This problem disappears, if only a certain class of random distributions, the so-called,
(negative) exponential distributions, is allowed.
Models with exponential distributions are the basis of contemporary performance
evaluation methodologies. They allow an accurate description of many real situations in
resource-sharing systems. Moreover, it becomes straight-forward to derive a continuous-
time Markov chain (CTMC) out of a given speci-cation. These performance models
have been extensively studied in the literature and various eOcient evaluation strategies
exist, see e.g. [97].
1.5. Organisation of the paper
This paper surveys the theoretical developments in the -eld of stochastic process al-
gebras. Section 2 presents the genealogy of stochastic process algebras, and relates their
development to work in probabilistic and timed process algebras. In the subsequent 4
sections of the paper, 4 di3erent calculi are introduced that show how random (exponen-
tial) delays can be incorporated into a process algebra. For each calculus an operational
semantics, equivalences and axiomatisations are presented. Section 4 presents a simple
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actionless algebra for describing continuous-time Markov chains. An extension of this
algebra with actions is presented in Section 5; this calculus can be considered as the
core of languages like TIPP [39], PEPA [63] and EMPA [12]. The incorporation of
timeless actions is considered in Section 6. In the latter two approaches delays and
actions are treated as a single entity. The separation of exponential delays and actions
is treated in Section 7. Obtaining performance models from process algebraic speci--
cations is discussed in Section 8. Section 9 shows how the idea of separating random
delays and actions can be used e3ectively to support arbitrary probability distributions.
Finally, Section 10 summarises the paper, provides a taxonomy of the presented calculi
and presents current trends and future challenges.
2. Genealogy
Traditionally, process algebras have concentrated on the functional aspects of systems
such as their observable behaviour, control 8ow and synchronisation as properties in
relative time. In the late 1980s the interest grew in extending process algebras with
quantitative information like time and (discrete) probabilities. These extensions are
known as timed and probabilistic process algebras, respectively, and can be considered
as the logical predecessors of stochastic process algebras where, in fact, time and
probability are integrated by considering delays of a continuous probabilistic nature.
Research on all these quantitative extensions of process algebras started around the
same time.
2.1. Timed process algebras
Timed extensions of process algebras have received considerable attention in the
last decade. To mention a few, extensions of languages like ACP [5], CSP [92], CCS
[80, 104] and LOTOS [15, 75] have been de-ned. The main idea of these calculi is
to extend the language with a timed pre-x like (t).P which denotes that process P
is reached after a delay of t time units. Both discrete-time and real-time variants are
considered, depending on the domain of t. A main distinction between the several
timed process algebras concerns the interpretation of when actions can occur. In a
may-timing interpretation an action may occur after a certain time delay, but may be
subject to a further delay, for instance, since it has to synchronise with its context. In
a must-timing semantics, though, an action must occur as soon as it is enabled. The
latter interpretation is usually applied to internal actions, since they are not subject to
interaction, and thus there is no reason to delay them after becoming enabled. This
interpretation is known as maximal progress. There are also more liberal approaches
with respect to must-timing, where for instance, arbitrary actions can be made subject
to must-timing using speci-c syntactical constructs (like timeout-operators or urgency
operators [15]). An overview of the main issues in de-ning a timed process algebra
can be found in [82]. Usually, the underlying semantical model is a form of timed
transition system, where either action-transitions and time-advancing are combined or
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are treated separately. A more recent trend is to use timed automata [4] as semantical
model, see e.g. [23].
2.2. Probabilistic process algebras
Probabilistic extensions of the main process algebras have also been extensively con-
sidered in the last decade. Probabilistic extensions of ACP [6], CCS [43], CSP [76]
and LOTOS [79] have been published, amongst others. For an overview of probabilis-
tic process algebras we refer to [42]. The basic idea of probabilistic process algebras
is to incorporate a probabilistic choice operator that allows terms like P +p Q (with
p∈ (0; 1)) where P can be selected with probability p and Q with 1−p. Di3erent se-
mantical models are used for probabilistic process calculi, depending on whether they
allow non-determinism – either occurring explicitly as operator, or as a consequence of
interpreting parallel composition by interleaving – or not. Avoiding non-determinism
is popular for probabilistic extensions of SCCS, Milner’s synchronous variant of CCS,
where probabilistic choice replaces non-deterministic choice [35]. The pleasant advan-
tage of using a synchronous context for a probabilistic process algebra is the clear
interpretation of parallel composition: since processes evolve in “lock-step” fashion
the probability of a transition in the composition is just the product of the individual
probabilities. For these calculi, the underlying semantical model is, in fact, a discrete-
time Markov chain, where transitions are additionally equipped with actions. Larsen
and Skou have de-ned an appropriate notion of (strong) bisimulation for these models
[74], while weak bisimulation has been covered in [7], although the latter is not a
congruence with respect to the standard parallel composition.
In the non-synchronous case, parallel composition becomes less trivial, and several
proposals have been made. For an overview and comparison for the generative case
we refer to [24]. Basically, there are two approaches: either the non-determinism intro-
duced by interleaving is resolved by parameterising the parallel composition operator
with appropriate information or it occurs in the resulting semantical model and is sub-
sequently resolved by a scheduler or adversary [103]. When, in addition to probabilistic
branching non-deterministic branching may occur in the semantical model, the so-called
Markov decision processes [30] are obtained. Probabilistic transition systems of Segala
and Lynch are rather similar to such decision processes and have been equipped with
a notion of weak and strong bisimulation [94].
The use of a probabilistic, discrete-time synchronous process algebra WSCCS for
performance evaluation has been proposed by Tofts [100, 101]. Other approaches where
probabilities and time are combined are, for instance, TPCCS of Hansson and Jonsson
[42, 43] and the (non-interleaving) extension of LOTOS proposed by Brinksma et al.
[17].
2.3. Stochastic process algebras
The idea to de-ne process algebras where actions may be delayed by time periods
of a stochastic nature goes back to the work of Nounou and Yemini [83, 84]. They
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proposed to delay actions by means of exponential distributions, but did not provide a
formal semantics of their ideas. In the early 1990s, Herzog [58] proposed a predecessor
of the stochastic process algebra “timed processes and performance evaluation” (TIPP),
an extension of CSP, which was subsequently thoroughly de-ned in [39, 38, 54]. For
an overview of TIPP we refer to [50]. Independently of this work, Hillston extended a
CSP-like language with stochastic delays [62] which resulted in the language “perfor-
mance evaluation process algebra” (PEPA), de-ned in [63]. In 1993, Hillston initiated
the -rst of a series of annual workshops called “process algebra for performance model-
ling” (PAPM). Other proposals that evolved shortly thereafter are the process algebras
of Buchholz [20] and Bernardo et al. [11]. The latter evolved into “extended Markovian
process algebra” (EMPA) where apart from actions that can be delayed by exponential
distributions – like in TIPP and PEPA – immediate actions, non-determinism, priorities
and weights are incorporated. For an overview of EMPA we refer to [12]. A stochastic
variant of the -calculus that is strongly in8uenced by PEPA has been developed by
Priami [86]. These approaches have in common that the underlying semantical model
is closely related to continuous-time Markov chains (extended with action-labels). An
interesting model, for which to our knowledge no process algebra exists, is the prob-
abilistic I=O-automata model of Wu et al. [106], where sojourn times are exponential,
and branching is governed by discrete probability distributions.
As opposed to classical queueing systems and stochastic variants of Petri nets [2],
stochastic process algebras like TIPP, PEPA and EMPA allow the speci-cation and
generation of complex Markov chains in a compositional way. The advantages of
stochastic process algebras have been illustrated by several results. It has been proven
by Hillston [63] and Buchholz [20] that strong Markovian bisimulation – an adapta-
tion of Larsen and Skou’s probabilistic bisimulation [74] – coincides with (ordinary)
lumpability, an elementary notion for the aggregation of Markov chains. This result
facilitates the adaptation of eOcient algorithms for computing strong bisimulation to
Markov chains [47]; for the -rst time a constructive and eOcient way of comput-
ing lumpability has become available! In addition, the practicability of the algebraic
approach to performance analysis has been illustrated by several examples, see e.g.
[13, 34, 51, 60], and important advances have been made in exploiting the structure of
the compositionality for analysis purposes, for an overview see [64]. Several algorithms
have been implemented in tools, like the TIPPTOOL [48], PEPA WORKBENCH [33] and
TWOTOWERS (for EMPA) [10].
For LOTOS preliminary proposals for stochastic extensions were presented by Rico
and von Bochmann [90] using semi-Markov chains, and by Valderrutten et al. [102]
who derived queueing networks from extended LOTOS speci-cations. A similar, in-
formal approach, has been proposed by Schot [93]. Ajmone Marsan et al. [3] de-ned
a stochastic extension of LOTOS that allows more general distributions, but only al-
lows the speci-cation of stochastic delays at “top level”, thus reducing compositionality
signi-cantly.
Although TIPP originally was intended to deal with arbitrary distributions [39],
its theory has been developed as a stochastic process algebra supporting exponential
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distributions, like PEPA and EMPA. These calculi are also referred to as Markovian
process algebras. The main problem with the incorporation of arbitrary distributions is
the absence of the memoryless property. Brinksma et al. [18] proposed to use a non-
interleaving semantics (using event structures) to deal with more general distributions.
The derivation of discrete-event simulation models like generalized semi-Markov pro-
cesses (GSMPs, [96]) from these extended event structures was presented in Katoen
et al. [70]. Other non-interleaving approaches are the variant of the stochastic -calculus
of Priami [87] based on decorated transition systems, and the (informal) approach based
on stochastic task graphs – structures for which eOcient numerical and approximative
analysis methods do exist – by Herzog [59]. Harrison and Strulo [45, 99] used an
interleaving semantics that, however, results in highly in-nite semantical structures
(since they map directly onto a kind of Borel space). Recently, Kanani et al. [32, 68]
developed a prototype tool for this approach and carried out several case studies. Us-
ing a stochastic variant of timed automata [4], D’Argenio et al. [25–27] de-ned the
non-Markovian calculus (which stands for SPADES, stochastic process algebra for
discrete-event simulation). They showed that GSMPs are a subset of stochastic auto-
mata [27] and reported on a prototype tool [26]. A non-Markovian variant of EMPA,
referred to as generalised semi-Markovian process algebra (GSMPA), is based on a
combined form of step semantics and ST-semantics [16].
An overview of the activities in the -eld of stochastic process algebras can be
obtained by consulting the proceedings of PAPM ’93–’98. 3
3. Preliminaries
3.1. Exponential distributions
Denition 1 (Exponential distribution). A probability distribution function F , de-ned
by F(t)= 1 − e−
t for t¿0 and F(t)= 0 for t¡0 is an exponential distribution with
rate 
∈R+. A random variable  is exponentially distributed if Prob(6t) is an
exponential distribution.
Evidently, a rate uniquely characterises an exponential distribution. The rate is the
reciprocal of the mean value of an exponentially distributed random variable.
Denition 2 (Memoryless property). Let  be an exponentially distributed random
variable and t; t′ be positive reals.  possesses the memoryless property i3 Prob(6t+
t′|¿t)= Prob(6t′).
In fact, the exponential distribution is the only continuous probability distribution
function that possesses this property. In addition, assuming an exponentially distributed
delay is the “best guess” (in the sense that it maximizes entropy [107]) if one only
3 See www.dcs.ed.ac.uk=PAPM=.
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knows the average of a delay. Other relevant properties of exponential distributions
for this paper are closure properties of exponentially distributed random variables with
respect to maximum and minimum. From basic probability theory [73] it is known that
the distribution of the maximum of two independent random variables has a distribution
that equals the product of their distributions. However, exponential distributions are not
closed under product; the product is a phase-type distribution [22, 81].
For the minimum there are, however, no such problems. Let i be pairwise inde-
pendent, exponentially distributed random variables with rate 
i for 0¡i6n and n¿1.
Lemma 3. The random variable min0¡i6n i is exponentially distributed with rate∑n
i=1 
i.
In addition, the probability that j (for some j) -nishes -rst is given by a constant:
Lemma 4. Prob(j¡min0¡i6n i)= 
j=
∑n
i=1 
i.
For convenience, we will use the terms maximum and minimum of distributions to
denote maximum and minimum of their respective random variables.
3.2. Continuous-time Markov chains
A (discrete space) stochastic process is a collection of random variables {(t) | t ∈T}
where (t) assigns probabilities to elements of a discrete set S of states, the state space.
If the set T (usually called the time range) is a continuous domain, the stochastic
process is referred to as continuous time. A continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC)
is a continuous-time stochastic process that satis-es the Markov property: for each
sequence of time instances tn+1¿tn¿tn−1¿ · · ·¿t0 (of arbitrary length n), we have
Prob{(tn+1) = sn+1 |(tn)= sn; (tn−1)= sn−1; : : : ; (t0)= s0}
= Prob{(tn+1)= sn+1 |(tn)= sn}:
Thus, the fact that the chain was in state sn−1 at time tn−1, in state sn−2 at time tn−2,
and so on, up to the fact that it was in state s0 at time t0 is irrelevant: the probability
distribution on states at time tn, given by (tn), contains all relevant history information
to determine the distribution on S at time tn+1.
Throughout this paper we consider time-homogeneous CTMCs. These chains are
invariant under time shifts, i.e. for ¿0 we have
Prob{(tn+1 − ) = sn+1 |(tn − )= sn}
= Prob{(tn+1) = sn+1 |(tn)= sn}:
For each state of a CTMC there is some rate 
 representing the distribution of the
sojourn time for this state, which, in fact, turns out to be an exponential distribution.
Furthermore, a CTMC is completely characterised by its generator matrix Q and its
initial distribution. The entries of the generator matrix Q specify the transition rates:
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Q(i; j) denotes the rate of moving from state si to state sj, where i =j. The initial
distribution speci-es the probability of starting in a certain state. More precisely,
Denition 5 (Generator matrix). A square matrix Q is the (in-nitesimal) generator
matrix of a CTMC i3, for all i; Q(i; j)¿0 ( j =i), and Q(i; i)= −∑j =i Q(i; j).
The states of a CTMC can be classi-ed into recurrent, transient and absorbing states.
A state si is said to be transient if there is a positive probability of never returning
to that state after leaving it. A recurrent state is revisited (in a -nite amount of time)
with probability 1. An absorbing state is a state without any outgoing transition, i.e.
Q(i; j)= 0, for all j.
3.3. Ordinary lumpability
Lumpability is an important notion on CTMCs that allows their aggregation without
a3ecting performance properties [71, 19].
Denition 6 (Ordinary lumpability). For S = {S1; : : : ; SN} a partitioning of the state
space of a CTMC, the CTMC is ordinary lumpable with respect to S if and only if
for any partition SI and states si; sj ∈ SI :
∀0 ¡ K6N: ∑
k∈SK
Q(i; k) =
∑
k∈SK
Q( j; k):
That is, for any two states in a given partition the cumulative rate of moving to any
other partition should be equal. The performance measures of a CTMC and its lumped
counterpart are strongly related. The (macro-)probability of the lumped CTMC being
in state SI equals
∑
i∈SI (i), where (i) denotes the probability of being in state si.
This correspondence holds for transient and stationary probabilities.
4. An algebra for CTMCs
4.1. Syntax
Let X be drawn from a set of process variables, and I drawn from a set of -nite
set of indices. Furthermore let 
i ∈R+ for i∈ I . The syntax of the algebra MC is
P ::=
∑
i∈I
(
i): P |X | rec X: P
The term rec X: P de-nes a recursive process X by P, that possibly contains occur-
rences of X . A variable X is called bound in an expression Q, if each occurrence of
X lies inside a (binding) subexpression rec X:P of Q, and free otherwise. For I = ∅ let∑
i∈I (
i):Pi = 0, the process that cannot perform any action. For I a singleton set, the
term (
): P denotes a process that evolves into P within t time units (t¿0) with prob-
ability 1− e−
t . That is, it behaves like P after a certain delay that is determined by a
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Table 1
Operational semantics for MC
∑
i∈I
(
i): Pi

j−→j Pj ( j∈ I) P{rec X:P=X}

−→i P′
rec X:P

−→i P′
(continuous) random variable,  say, such that Prob(6t) equals 1−e−
t for positive
t, and equals zero otherwise. The pre-x (
).P can be considered as the probabilistic
version of the deterministic timed pre-x (t).P that typically occurs in timed process
algebras, like in TCCS [80] or in Timed CSP [92]. In general, the term
∑
i∈I (
i).Pi
o3ers a probabilistic choice among the processes Pi. The precise meaning of this con-
struct is de-ned below. Notation: if I consists of two elements we use binary choice,
denoted +.
4.2. Semantics
The structured operational semantics of the algebra MC is presented in Table 1. The
inference rules de-ne a mapping of this algebra onto CTMCs (as we will see). The
rule for recursion is standard; we just recall that P{Q=X } denotes term P in which all
free occurrences of process variable X in P are replaced by Q.
The rule for choice requires some explanation. Consider
∑
i∈I (
i):Pi. At execution,
the fastest process, that is, the process that is enabled -rst, is selected. This is known
as the race condition. The time until selecting the fastest process among a set of
time-pre-xed processes is distributed according to the minimum of the exponential dis-
tributions involved. That is, the delay until the resolution of the choice is exponentially
distributed with rate
∑
i∈I 
i (cf. Lemma 3). The probability of choosing a particular
alternative, Pj say ( j∈ I), equals 
j=
∑
i∈I 
i (cf. Lemma 4), assuming that summands
with distinct indices are distinct.
This explanation also justi-es the extension of transitions with an auxiliary label
indicated as a subscript of the transition relation that is used to distinguish between
di3erent deduction trees of a term. In absence of such mechanism, we would, for
instance, for (
1):P + (
2):P, obtain two distinct transitions, except if 
1 = 
2. In that
speci-c case we would obtain two di3erent deduction trees for the same transition
labelled 
1 (or 
2); this, however, does suggest that P can be reached with rate 
1 (or

2), whereas this should be – according to the above explanation – rate 
1 + 
2. A
similar mechanism is standard in probabilistic process calculi like PCCS [35].
The operational semantics of Table 1 maps a term onto a transition system where
transitions are labelled by rates. It is not diOcult to check that by omitting self-loops
and replacing the set of transitions from s to s′ by a single transition with the sum of
rates of the transitions from s to s′, a CTMC is obtained.
Example 7. In order to illustrate the language and its semantics we develop a simple
example. For convenience, we shall use recursive de-ning equations that are not part
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Fig. 4. Semantics of an example MC expression.
of the language MC. The encoding of recursive de-ning equations into instances of
recursion is routine, and left to the reader.
Consider the following term X0 of MC, de-ned by
X0 := (
): X1
X1 := (): X0 + (
): X2
X2 := (): X1 + (): ((): X0 + (
): X2)
Applying the semantics leads to the transition system depicted in Fig. 4 (transition
subscripts are omitted). The initial state is indicated by a bold circle.
4.3. Lumping equivalence
Lumping equivalence is de-ned in the same style as Larsen and Skou’s probabilistic
bisimulation [74] and Hillston’s strong equivalence [63]. Let {| : : : |} denote multi-set
brackets.
Denition 8 (Lumping equivalence). An equivalence relation S on MC is a lumping
equivalence if an only if for any pair (P;Q)∈MC×MC we have that (P;Q)∈S
implies for all equivalence classes C ∈MC=S :
 m(P; C) =  m(Q;C) with  m(R; C) =
∑
i
{|
 |R 
→iR′; R′ ∈C|}:
Processes P and Q are lumping equivalent, denoted P∼Q, if (P;Q)∈S with S a
lumping equivalence.
Here, we use MC=S to denote the set of equivalence classes induced by S over
MC. Stated in words, P and Q are lumping equivalent if the total rate of moving to
equivalence class C under ∼ is identical for all such classes.
Example 9. X0 (cf. Example 7) is lumping equivalent to X3, given by
X3 := (
): X4
X4 := (): X3 + (
): (2): X4
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Fig. 5. Lumping equivalence classes.
Table 2
Axioms for -nite sequential processes
(B1) P + 0=P
(B2) P + Q=Q + P
(B3) (P + Q) + R=P + (Q + R)
(B4) (
): P + (): P= (
 + ): P
(R1) rec X: P= rec Y: (P{Y=X}) Y is not free in rec X: P
(R2) rec X: P=P{rec X: P=X}
(R3) Q=P{Q=X}⇒Q= rec X: P X is guarded in P
To illustrate this, let S be the equivalence relation containing (exactly) those pairs of
states in Fig. 5 that are shaded with identical patterns. It is easy to see that S is a
lumping equivalence containing (X0; X3). Thus, X0∼X3.
Theorem 10. P∼Q if and only if their underlying CTMCs can be partitioned into
isomorphic ordinary lumpable partitionings.
Theorem 11. ∼ is a congruence with respect to the operators of MC.
Due to the fact that ∼ is a congruence, lumping can be performed in a compositional
way, i.e. componentwise. Thus, the compositional structure of an algebraic system
speci-cation can be exploited in order to generate and reduce the underlying CTMC
in a modular way, component by component.
4.4. Equational theory
In this section we present a sound and complete axiomatisation of ∼ for MC. Such
an axiomatisation facilitates the lumping of CTMCs at a syntactical level, i.e., without
constructing the underlying CTMC at all. The axioms for sequential -nite terms are
listed as (B1)–(B4) in Table 2. Note that summations are always -nite in our case,
since we consider -nite index sets. Axioms (B1)–(B3) are well known from classical
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process calculi. Axiom (B4) is a distinguishing law for our calculus and can be regarded
as a replacement in the Markovian setting of the traditional idempotence axiom for
choice (P + P=P). Axiom (B4) re8ects that the resolution of choice is modelled by
the minimum of (statistically independent) exponential distributions.
Axioms (R1)–(R3) constitute the laws for recursion. These are identical to those for
classical process calculi and are supposed to be self-explanatory. We just recall that a
process variable X is guarded in P if each occurrence of X is within some sub-term
of P of the form (
):Q. A term P is called guarded if, for every sub-term of the form
rec X: Q, the process variable X is guarded in Q.
The next result shows that axioms (B1)–(B4) together with (R1)–(R3) form a
sound and complete axiomatisation of lumping equivalence for guarded terms in MC.
Let A denote the axiom system that consists of the axioms in Table 2 and let MCG
denote the set of guarded terms in MC.
Theorem 12. For any P;Q∈MCG; A  (P=Q) if and only if P∼Q.
Here, A  (P=Q) means that the equality P=Q can be deduced from the axioms
in A.
4.5. Parallel composition
We add a simple parallel composition operator to our calculus, denoted by ‖. Intu-
itively, the term P ‖Q can evolve while either P evolves or Q evolves independently
from each other. Parallel composed processes can delay completely independently:
P 
→iP′
P ‖Q 
→(i;∗)P′ ‖Q
Q ‖P 
→(∗; i)Q ‖P′
(Notice that we create new auxiliary labels of the form (i; ∗) and (∗; i) in order to
obtain a multi-transition relation). This is di3erent from a deterministic time setting
where parallel processes typically are forced to synchronise on the advance of time,
as in TCCS [80]. The justi-cation for independent delaying relies on the memoryless
property of exponential distributions. To understand the meaning of this property in
our context consider the process (
): P ‖ (): Q) and suppose that the delay of the left
process -nished -rst (with rate 
). Due to the memoryless property (De-nition 2), the
remaining duration until an initial delay of Q may have expired is determined by an
exponential distribution with rate , exactly the delay prior to the enabling of these
days before the delay of the -rst process has -nished. Stated di3erently, the delay
of the left process does not have any impact on the remaining delay in the other
process – the advance of time governed by memoryless distributions is independent. One
of the consequences of this independent delaying is that an expansion law is obtained
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Table 3
Expansion law
(P1) for P=
∑
i
(
i): Pi and Q=
∑
j
(j): Qj we have
P ‖Q=
∑
i
(
i): (Pi‖Q) +
∑
j
(j): (P ‖Qj)
rather straightforwardly. This is not the case for a deterministic time setting [37]. This
expansion law is listed in Table 3. Notice that a CTMC can be obtained in the same way
as before: by omitting self-loops and collapsing multi-transitions while adding up rates.
Theorem 13. ∼ is a congruence with respect to parallel composition.
Let A∗ denote the axiom system A (cf. Table 2) extended with the expansion law
(P1) and let MCR denote the set of regular terms in MC where parallel composition is
added. A term P is called regular if it is guarded and if any sub-term of P of the form
rec X:Q does not contain an occurrence of ‖ in Q. The restriction to regular terms is
as in classical process calculi in order to obtain completeness.
Theorem 14. For any P;Q∈MCR; A∗  (P=Q) if and only if P∼Q.
5. Pure Markovian process algebra
The algebra MC of the previous section provides a restricted way of specifying
CTMCs in a compositional way. For instance, synchronisation between di3erent pro-
cesses cannot be described at all. The idea we pursue in this section is to integrate
the notion of actions in the classical process algebraic sense with random delays gov-
erned by exponential distributions. This combination of processes and CTMCs has been
brought up independently in 1993 by GUotz et al. [39] and by Hillston [62]. Notions of
equivalence and axiomatisations are studied in [54] for TIPP, [63] for PEPA and [12]
for EMPA.
5.1. Syntax
Let X be an element of a set of process variables, I drawn from a set of -nite
sets of indices and 
i ∈R+ for i∈ I . Let Obs be a denumerable set of actions and
let A=Obs∪{%} be the set of actions ranged over by a; b; c; : : : (possibly subscripted
with some index from I), where % is a distinguishing action that models some internal
activity. Furthermore, let A⊆Obs and f : A−→A such that f(%)= %. The syntax of
the algebra MAC is now given by
P ::=
∑
i∈I
(ai; 
i): P |P ‖A P |P[f] |X | rec X: P
The pre-x (a; 
): P denotes that action a is o3ered after a delay determined by an
exponential distribution with rate 
. Similar as before, the term
∑
i∈I (ai; 
i): P selects
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Table 4
Operational semantics for MAC
∑
i∈I
(ai; 
i): Pi
aj ; 
 j−→j Pj ( j∈ I) P{rec X:P=X}
a; 
−→i P′
rec X:P
a; 
−→i P′
P
a; 
−→i P′
P ‖A Q a; 
−→(i;∗) P′ ‖A Q
(a =∈A) P
a; 
−→i P′; Q a; −→j Q′
P ‖A Q a; 
−→ (i;j) P′ ‖A Q′
(a∈A)
Q ‖A P a; 
−→(∗;i) Q ‖A P′
P
a; 
−→i P′
P[f]
f(a);
−→ i P′[f]
the fastest enabled alternative. For instance, the process (a; 
):0 + (b; ):0 is able to
o3er a with probability 
=(
 + ) and action b with probability =(
 + ) provided
actions a and b are not blocked by the environment. Process P ‖A Q denotes the parallel
composition of P and Q where synchronisation is required on all actions in A, while
actions not in A can be performed autonomously by P and Q. Relabelling is de-ned as
usual. Abstraction is de-ned using relabelling: P\A=P[f] where f(a)= % for all a∈A
and f(a)= a for all a =∈A. (Abstraction should not be confused with CCS-restriction.)
5.2. Semantics
The basic di3erence between the stochastic process algebras TIPP [39], PEPA [63]
and EMPA [12] is the calculation of the resulting rate in case of synchronisation. TIPP
proposes the product of rates, EMPA forbids this type of synchronisation and requires
one component to determine the rate only while the other components need to be
passive (i.e. willing to accept any rate), and -nally PEPA computes the maximum of
mean delays while incorporating the individual synchronisation capacities of processes.
For the purpose of the following discussion we do not want to stick to a particular
approach. We rather assume that synchronisation leads to some exponential distribution
(in order to have CTMCs as underlying model). Formally, we determine the resulting
rate of a synchronisation of two actions with rates 
 and  say, by 
 where
 :R+×R+−→R+. 4
The operational semantics of Table 4 maps a term P onto a transition system where
transitions are labelled with action=rate-pairs. As before we equip the transition relation
with an auxiliary label in order to distinguish between di3erent deduction trees. Similar
as in the previous section, a CTMC is obtained (after the removal of actions in the
labels), if cycles are eliminated and subsequently multi-transitions are collapsed while
adding up rates.
4 In order to take the PEPA-approach into account 
 should be a function R+×R+×MAC×MAC
−→R+ such that 
(
; ; P; Q) takes the synchronisation capacities of processes P and Q into account. For
the sake of simplicity, we omit the dependencies on the processes involved.
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5.3. Strong Markovian bisimulation
Denition 15 (Strong Markovian bisimulation). An equivalence relation S on MAC
is a strong Markovian bisimulation if and only if for any pair (P;Q)∈MAC×MAC we
have that (P;Q)∈S implies for all actions a and all equivalence classes C ∈MAC=S:
 ′m(P; a; C) =  
′
m(Q; a; C) with  
′
m(R; a; C) =
∑
i
{|
 |R a;
−→i R′; R′ ∈ C|}:
Processes P and Q are strongly Markovian bisimilar, denoted P∼m Q, if (P;Q)∈S
with S a strong Markovian bisimulation.
Intuitively, two processes are strongly Markovian bisimilar if they are strongly bisim-
ilar in the classical process algebraic sense, and if the cumulated rates of moving by an
a-transition (for any a) to each equivalence class are equal. The relation with lumping
equivalence (cf. De-nition 8) is as follows. For P ∈MAC let VP denote P where all
action labels are removed from P. (This function can be easily de-ned by structural
induction and is omitted here.) Then,
Lemma 16. For all P;Q∈MAC; P∼m Q⇒ VP ∼ VQ.
Notice that the reverse implication is not valid, since transitions can be labelled with
di3erent action labels. Similarly, two processes are strongly bisimilar (in the classical
sense) after removing rate labels, if they are Markovian bisimilar.
If the combination of rates in case of synchronisation ful-ls certain algebraic prop-
erties, then ∼m is a congruence:
Theorem 17. For a commutative ring 〈R+;+;〉; ∼m is a congruence with respect to
all operators in MAC.
Distributivity of  over + is a prerequisite for congruence, while commutativity and
associativity of  imply the respective properties of ‖. In the sequel, we will assume
that  satis-es the aforementioned algebraic properties.
Like for strong bisimulation, ∼m treats internal actions like any other action. One
might wonder whether a notion like weak bisimulation – that abstracts from internal
transitions – can be adapted to the calculus MAC. The basic idea of such a relation
would facilitate the replacement of several consecutive %-actions by a single %-action
with a duration that equals the end-to-end duration of the sequence of %’s it replaces.
Such an equivalence notion is, however, not possible. Although action names become
invisible to the environment, the timing behaviour remains visible. For example, a term
like (a; 
):(%; ):0 is not equivalent to (a; )):0 for any rate ), since the sequence (i.e.
convolution) of two exponentially distributed phases is not exponential but constitutes
a phase-type distribution [22, 81]. A possible solution is to relax the requirement of
obtaining equal distributions for equivalent processes, e.g. by only requiring equal mean
durations like in Hillston’s weak isomorphism [63]. This notion is a congruence for
pre-xing, relabelling and parallel composition, not for choice.
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Table 5
Axioms for MAC
(B4′) (a; 
):P + (a; ):P= (a; 
 + ):P
(RL1) 0[f] = 0
(RL2) ((a; 
):P)[f] = (f(a); 
):P[f]
(RL3) (P + Q)[f] =P[f] + Q[f]
(P1′) for P=
∑
i
(ai; 
i):Pi and Q=
∑
j
(bj; j):Qj we have
P ‖A Q =
∑
i
{(ai; 
i):(Pi ‖A Q) | ai =∈A}
+
∑
j
{(bj; j):(P ‖A Qj) | bj =∈A}
+
∑
i;j
{(ai; 
i 
 j):(Pi ‖A Qj) | ai; bj ∈A; ai = bj}
5.4. Equational theory
Table 5 lists some axioms for MAC (for ∼m). Axiom (B4′) is the equivalent of the
distinguishing axiom (B4) in an action-based setting. The axioms for relabelling are
standard for classical process calculi, whereas the expansion law is a straightforward
adaptation of the traditional expansion law. Recall that the validity of this rule is due
to the memoryless property of exponential distributions. Let Aˆ be the axiom system
consisting of axioms (B1)–(B3) (cf. Table 2), (B4′), (R1)–(R3) (cf. Table 2), (RL1)
–(RL3) and (P1′). This axiom system is sound and complete for regular terms in
MAC. Here, P is called regular if it is guarded (in the sense we have seen before)
and if any sub-term of P of the form rec X:Q contains neither an occurrence of ‖ nor
an occurrence of [f] in Q. Let MACR denote the set of regular terms in MAC.
Theorem 18. For any P;Q∈MACR; Aˆ  (P=Q) if any only if P∼m Q.
5.5. Passive actions
To enable the speci-cation of passive activities, like in client–server communications,
that simply wait for an interaction partner, MAC could be extended with the notion
of passive actions. A passive action has an unspeci-ed rate (denoted 1). This idea is
that a passive action, a say, intends to synchronise with an active action – an action
with a speci-ed rate 
 say – such that the resulting synchronised action incurs a delay
1 
= 
. That is, 1 is a (left and right) identity of . 5
Example 19. A compositional speci-cation of a simple producer=consumer example
might look as follows:
(rec P:(p; 
):(h; ): P) ‖h (rec C:(h; 1):(c; )):C):
5 Here, we assume a commutative ring 〈D;+;
〉 where 1 is the identity of 
 and D is the smallest set
containing R+ ∪{1} that is closed under + and 
.
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Fig. 6. Semantics of the simple producer=consumer system.
A producer P generates (p) an item with a certain rate 
 and then hands, (h; ), the
item to the consumer C that passively waits for the item. After passing the item to the
consumer, the consumer consumes (c) the item with rate ) while a new item can be
produced independently with rate 
. Fig. 6 depicts the transition system obtained by
applying the operational semantics.
Although from a speci-cation point of view, passive actions are convenient, their
treatment appears to introduce non-determinism, for instance, when multiple passive
actions are enabled in a certain state. The existing approaches (like in TIPP, PEPA
and EMPA) take a similar approach, though technically realised in di3erent ways:
choices between multiple passive actions are treated as equi-probable. That is, whenever
multiple passive transitions may independently synchronise with an active transition,
all synchronisations are possible, and the resulting rates are identical.
The technical di3erences between the three mentioned calculi are illustrated by con-
sidering the following term:
((a; 1):0+ (a; 1):0+ (a; 1):(b; 
):0) ‖a (a; ):0
where the leftmost process has three passive a-actions enabled initially, one that is
followed by a b-action, and two that are not. In TIPP this term can be rewritten using
an axiom like (B4′) into
((a; 1+ 1):0+ (a; 1):(b; 
):0) ‖a (a; ):0 (1)
which after expansion reduces to
(a; 2):0+ (a; ):(b; 
):0:
As a consequence of Lemma 4, with probability 23 no b action will be o3ered, and
with probability 13 a b-action will be o3ered. In PEPA we obtain the same branching
probabilities, but with di3erent delays: expansion after rewriting the original term into
(1) results into
(a; 23):0+ (a;
1
3):(b; 
):0:
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Finally, in EMPA the original term can be rewritten into:
((a; 1):0+ (a; 1):(b; 
):0) ‖a (a; ):0
by using the idempotency law for choice. Like for TIPP and PEPA by applying expan-
sion, the choice between the remaining two passive actions is treated as equi-probable.
This results in
(a; 12):0+ (a;
1
2):(b; 
):0
Thus, in EMPA the probability of the occurrence of a b-action (after the occurrence
of a) is 12 . A revised variant of EMPA adopting PEPA style passivity has lately been
proposed [108].
6. Immediate actions
In the previous calculus MAC all actions have a duration. In order to support tem-
poral abstraction it would, however, be fruitful to abstract from durations and allow
for the incorporation of actions without duration, so-called immediate actions. A simi-
lar concept appears in generalised stochastic Petri nets (GSPNs [2]) where immediate
transitions are an essential ingredient of the model. In this section we investigate such
extension for MAC. The extension of stochastic process algebras with immediate ac-
tions and the notion of Markovian observational congruence has been brought up by
Hermanns et al. [56]. Immediate actions also appear in EMPA [12].
6.1. Syntax
We extend the process algebra MAC with immediate actions, actions that do not
exhibit any delay once they are enabled. Let A denote the set of immediate actions
(ranged over by a; b; : : :) such that A∩A= ∅. Let Aˆ=A∪A, The basic idea is to
extend the syntax with an immediate pre-x, denoted by a: P. The term a: P can per-
form a without any delay while evolving into P. The other operators in MAC re-
main unchanged, with the only di3erence that the synchronisation set A⊆ Aˆ and that
f : Aˆ−→ Aˆ with f(%)= %; f(%)= % and f(a)∈A and f(a)∈A. The resulting calculus
is denoted by IMAC.
6.2. Semantics
The operational semantics for IMAC is de-ned using two transition relations:
a; 
−→,
which is de-ned using the rules in Table 4 and
a
,→, for the execution of immedi-
ate actions, whose inference rules are identical to those of classical process calculi; for
completeness, they are listed in Table 6. Note that IMAC incorporates both a probabilis-
tic choice, if both arguments are time-pre-xed terms, and a non-deterministic choice in
the usual process-algebraic sense (e.g. in a: P+a:Q). In case of a competition between
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Table 6
Additional inference rules for IMAC
∑
i∈I
ai : Pi
aj
,→Pj ( j∈ I) P{rec X: P=X}
a
,→ P′
rec X: P
a
,→ P′
P
a
,→ P′
P[f]
f(a)
,→ P′[f]
P
a
,→ P′
P ‖A Q
a
,→ P′ ‖A Q
(a =∈A) P
a
,→ P′; Q a,→ Q′
P ‖A Q
a
,→ P′ ‖A Q′
(a∈A)
Q ‖A P
a
,→ Q ‖A P′
a time-pre-xed and an action-pre-xed process, the latter process will be selected if the
o3ered action is not blocked by the environment (e.g. in case of an internal action).
This is justi-ed by the fact that the probability that an exponentially distributed duration
-nishes instantaneously, is zero. However, to achieve compositionality, the precedence
of timed-pre-xed over (non-blocked) action-pre-xed processes is not re8ected in the
rules de-ning the transition relations
a; 
−→ and a,→. Instead, we introduce below a notion
of equality, referred to as weak Markovian bisimulation, that takes care of the interplay
of time- and action-pre-xes.
Due to the incorporation of immediate transitions, the generation of a CTMC is
more involved than for MAC. Moreover, it is not guaranteed that a CTMC results
anyway. In particular, in the presence of non-determinism a CTMC cannot be obtained
in general. In absence of non-determinism the procedure works brie8y as follows. Let
us distinguish between states with outgoing immediate transitions and states without.
The former states will have a zero sojourn time. Consequently, such states are called
vanishing states. In contrast, states without immediate outgoing transitions are referred
to as tangible states. The model that results is a semi-Markov process. In order to solve
such models it is preferred to eliminate vanishing states a priori. A frequently used
technique to eliminate vanishing states is to introduce transitions that occur due to the
traversal of some vanishing states between two tangible states until all vanishing states
are bypassed [2]. The main disadvantage of this technique, however, is that it is not
compositional in general. In the sequel, we propose to eliminate (internal) immediate
transitions by means of a congruence relation (cf. Section 8.1).
6.3. Markovian observational congruence
A notion of strong bisimulation can be de-ned for IMAC in the same sense as for
MAC where in addition to the requirements listed in De-nition 15 one requires that
immediate actions are bisimilar in the classical sense.
More interesting, though, is to adopt a notion of weak bisimulation. As argued before,
the probability distribution of the duration of a sequence of exponential distributions
is not exponential, which makes it impossible to de-ne weak bisimulation on timed
actions of the form (a; 
). Instead, the delays of these actions will be treated in the
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same way as in Markovian bisimulation (∼m), but they may be preceded and followed
by internal immediate actions.
The basic idea is to adopt weak bisimulation on immediate actions. This facilitates
the elimination of internal immediate actions, an essential ingredient for obtaining a
CTMC. The combination of Markovian bisimulation for delayed actions and weak
bisimulation on immediate actions is referred to as weak Markovian bisimulation
(notation ≈m).
The de-nition of ≈m is obtained in the following way. De-ne C%= {P |P
%∗
,→P′; P′ ∈
C}, for some set C of processes. In words, C% is the set of processes that can reach
some process in C via a (possibly empty) sequence of immediate transitions. Further-
more, let
 i(R; a; C) =


1 if {R′ ∈ C |R a,→R′} = ∅
1 if a = % and R ∈ C
0 otherwise
As usual in weak bisimulation, a non-internal step must be simulated by a matching
step, possibly preceded and=or followed by arbitrarily many internal steps. An inter-
nal step may be simulated in a similar way, but can also be mimicked by staying
(i.e., taking no transition at all) provided the equivalence classes match. Technically,
this is achieved by requiring that for each equivalence class C and processes P and
Q;  i(P; a; C)=  i(Q′; a; C%), for some Q′; Q
%∗
,→Q′. Apart from using non-standard
notation, this requirement coincides with the usual formulation. We demand that
timed transitions have to be bisimulated in the same sense, but with a slight exception.
Since the probability that a continuously distributed duration -nishes immediately (i.e.
at time zero) is zero, whereas the probability for an internal immediate transition to
take place immediately is one, there is no need to require equality of cumulated rates
for states that have an outgoing immediate %-transition. Stochastically speaking, these
states have a zero sojourn time since they are immediately left using an internal (im-
mediate) move. In process algebraic terms this stochastic observation boils down to
the well-known maximal progress property: a process that has something internal to
do will do it, without letting time pass. Let P
%
,→ if and only if {P′ |P %,→P′}= ∅.
Denition 20 (Weak Markovian bisimulation). An equivalence relation S on IMAC
is a weak Markovian bisimulation if and only if for any pair (P;Q)∈ IMAC× IMAC
we have that (P;Q)∈S implies for all equivalence classes C ∈ IMAC=S:
(1)  i(P; a; C)=  i(Q′; a; C%) for some Q′; Q
%∗
,→Q′,
(2)  i(Q; a; C)=  i(P′; a; C%) for some P′; P
%∗
,→P′,
(3) P
%
,→ implies  ′m(P; a; C)=  ′m(Q′; a; C%) for some Q′; Q
%∗
,→Q′; Q′
%
,→ ,
(4) Q
%
,→ implies  ′m(Q; a; C)=  ′m(P′; a; C%) for some P′; P
%∗
,→P′; P′
%
,→.
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Fig. 7. Some distinguishing examples for weak Markovian bismulation.
Processes P and Q are weak Markovian bisimilar, denoted by P≈m Q; if (P;Q)∈S
with S a weak Markovian bisimulation.
Example 21. Fig. 7 illustrates the distinguishing power of ≈m by means of a few ex-
amples. The -rst two transition systems are equated by weak Markovian bisimulation
since the
b;)−→ branch of the initial state is irrelevant, due to maximal progress. In con-
trast, the third transition system falls into a di3erent equivalence class of ≈m, because
the rates cumulated by  ′m of moving with timed action a from the initial state di3er.
Note that the latter two transition systems would be identi-ed under the usual notion
of weak bisimulation (ignoring the rate label) while they would be distinguished by
branching bisimulation [36].
Weak Markovian bisimulation is a congruence for all operators of the language,
except choice. This de-ciency is inherited from classical weak bisimulation, we hence
de-ne the coarsest congruence contained in ≈m, Markovian observational congruence.
In order to preserve congruence, the initial %-steps have to be matched in a more
rigid way than in the de-nition of ≈m where, according to the de-nition of function  i,
%-steps do not have to be mimicked by a matching process. This is actually the reason
why the congruence property for choice fails. To -x this, we demand that from the
initial state each transition
a
,→ has to be matched by a sequence %
∗
,→ a,→ %
∗
,→. In this way,
also internal transitions are mimicked by at least one internal transition. This gives rise
to the following de-nition:
Denition 22 (Markovian observational congruence). Two processes P and Q are
Markovian observational congruent, denoted P≈cm Q, if and only if for all equiva-
lence classes C ∈ IMAC=≈m:
(1) P
a
,→P′; P′ ∈C implies Q %
∗
,→ a,→ %
∗
,→Q′, for some Q′ ∈C,
(2) Q
a
,→Q′; Q′ ∈C implies P %
∗
,→ a,→ %
∗
,→P′, for some P′ ∈C,
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Table 7
Axioms for IMAC for Markovian observational congruence
(I1) a: P + a: P = a: P
(RL4) (a: P)[f] = f(a): P[f]
(%1) P + %: P = %: P
(%2) a:%: P = a: P
(%3) a:(P + %:Q) + a:Q = a:(P + %:Q)
(%4) (a; 
):%: P = (a; 
): P
(%5) (a; 
): P + %:Q = %:Q
(P1′′) for P =
∑
i
(ai; 
i): Pi +
∑
k
ak: Pk and Q =
∑
j
(bj; j):Qi +
∑
l
bl:Ql:
P ‖A Q =
∑
i
{(ai; 
i):(Pi ‖A Q) | ai ∈A; ai =∈A}
+
∑
j
{(bj; j):(P ‖A Qj) | bj ∈A; bj =∈A}
+
∑
i; j
{(ai; 
i 
 j):(Pi ‖A Qj) | ai; bj ∈A; \A; ai = bj}
+
∑
k
{ak :(Pk ‖A Q) | ak ∈A; ak =∈A}
+
∑
l
{bl:(P ‖A Ql) | bl ∈A; bl =∈A}
+
∑
k;l
{ak :(Pk ‖A Ql) | ak ; bl ∈A; ∩A; ak = bl}
(3) P
%
,→ implies  ′m(P; a; C)=  ′m(Q′; a; C%) for some Q′; Q
%∗
,→Q′; Q′
%
,→,
(4) Q
%
,→ implies  ′m(Q; a; C)=  ′m(P′; a; C%) for some P′; P
%∗
,→P′; P′
%
,→.
Theorem 23. ≈cm is a congruence with respect to all operators in IMAC.
6.4. Equational theory
We now introduce a complete axiom system for ≈cm on IMAC. An occurrence of
process variable X is strongly guarded in term P if P has a sub-term a: Q(a = %) or
(a; 
): Q(a = %) such that this occurrence of X is in Q. Process variable X is strongly
guarded in P if each occurrence of it is strongly guarded. Term P is strongly guarded if
all its process variables are. Finally, P is called strongly regular if it is strongly guarded
and if any sub-term of P of the form rec X:Q does neither contain an occurrence of ‖
nor an occurrence of [f] in Q. Let A be the axiom system consisting of axioms (B1)–
(B3) (cf. Table 2), (B4′) (cf. Table 5), (R1)–(R3) (cf. Table 2 where guarded means
strongly guarded), (RL1)–(RL3) (cf. Table 5), and the axioms listed in Table 7. This
axiom system is sound and complete for strongly regular terms in IMAC. Let IMACSR
denote the set of strongly regular terms of IMAC.
Theorem 24. For any P;Q∈ IMACSR; A  (P=Q) if and only if P≈cm Q.
Axiom (I1) is a specialisation of the traditional idempotence axiom for choice
(P + P=P), that is invalidated by (B4′). Axioms (%1)–(%3) are the usual axioms for
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classical weak bisimulation, and (%4) is a direct adaption of (%2). Note that no delayed
variant of (%3) is included in Table 7 (such as (
):(P+ %:Q) + (
):Q=(
):(P+ %:Q)).
This is a consequence of the fact that Markovian observational congruence treats
Markovian transitions in the same way as non-internal transitions are treated in branch-
ing bisimulation (congruence). Recall that axiom (%3) is the distinguishing axiom that
is valid for weak, but invalid for branching bisimulation. Axiom (%5) is the axiomatic
counterpart of maximal progress. No time will be spent in the presence of an internal,
immediate alternative.
7. Separating time and action transitions
The Markovian process algebras like TIPP, PEPA and EMPA are all based on
the principle of considering actions and time consumption as a single entity. We
have argued before that a major issue in this setting is to compute the resulting rate in
case of synchronisation (modelled by the operator ). Evidently,
(a; 
): P ‖a ((a; ):Q + (a; )): R)
equals
(a; ?):(P ‖a Q) + (a; ??):(P ‖a R)
According to the scheme that we pursued so far, we would obtain ?= 
   and
??= 
 ). Intuitively though, a synchronisation can take place if both partners are
willing to participate. Clearly, (a; 
): P is ready to participate after a delay determined
by 
 and (a; ):Q is ready to o3er a after a delay determined by . Given our intuition,
the actual synchronisation could take place after both delays have passed, i.e., after the
maximum of the exponential distributions (of rate 
 and ). Since the class of expo-
nential distributions is, however, not closed under maximum (product, cf. Section 3),
this solution is not feasible. Therefore, some function  on rates is used instead, with
the e3ect that the resulting distribution for a synchronisation action does not correspond
to what one intuitively expects. 6 For instance, for the above example the probability
that (a; ) synchronises with (a; 
) (as opposed to (a; ))) is given by


(
) + (
))
This does not correspond to the probability that the maximum of an exponential distri-
bution with rate  and one with rate 
 is smaller than the maximum of an exponential
distribution with rate  and one with rate ).
In this section we propose a di3erent view and treat the occurrence of actions and the
consumption of time as strictly separate. This embodies that phases, during which one
6 In the process calculus IMAC the maximum of two exponential distributions may be mimicked by incor-
porating additional internal actions. For instance (%; 
):a: P ‖a (%; ):a:Q denotes a process that can perform
a after the maximum of exponential distributions with rate 
 and .
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Table 8
Delay transitions for IMC
∑
i∈I
(
i): Pi

j→j Pj ( j∈ I) P{rec X: P=X}

→i P′
rec X: P

→i P′
P

→iP′
P ‖A Q 
→(i;∗) P′ ‖A Q
Q ‖A P 
→(∗; i) Q ‖A P′
P

→i P′
P[f]

→i P′[f]
or more actions occur (together with their corresponding state changes), but where no
time elapses, alternate with phases where time passes, but during which no actions hap-
pen. The resulting calculus is a proper extension of classical process algebras and the
algebra for describing CTMCs, MC (cf. Section 4). We will show that this separation
– which is also applied in several timed process algebras like TCCS [80], Temporal
CCS [104] and Timed CSP [92] – results in a synchronisation scheme that corresponds
to the aforementioned intuition. In the context of Markovian process algebras, this
separation has been brought up by Hermanns and Rettelbach [55] and has been worked
out in [47].
7.1. Syntax
The syntax of the algebra IMC is given by
P ::=
∑
i∈I
ai: P +
∑
i∈I ′
(
i): P |P ‖A P |P[f] |X | rec X: P
7.2. Semantics
Due to the explicit separation between the (probabilistic) advance of time and the
occurrence of actions, the semantics of IMC is de-ned using two transition relations.
The transition relation a−→ corresponds to action occurrences and is de-ned using
the inference rules of Table 6. The transition relation 
→ represents the passage of
time; this relation is the smallest relation de-ned using the rules of Table 8. (Notice
that these rules are simply the rules for MC extended with a straightforward rule for
relabelling.) In mixed summations like a:P+ (
):Q the respective summation rules are
applied elementwise.
7.3. Lumping bisimulation
A notion of strong bisimulation for IMC can be de-ned by superposing the classical
de-nition of strong bisimulation with the de-nition of lumping equivalence on MC
(De-nition 8). To incorporate maximal progress, we de-ne
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Denition 25 (Strong lumping bisimulation). An equivalence relation S on IMC is a
strong lumping bisimulation if and only if for any pair (P;Q)∈ IMC× IMC we have
that (P;Q)∈S implies for all actions a and all equivalence classes C ∈MAC=S:
(1) P a−→P′; P′ ∈C implies Q a−→Q′, for some Q′ ∈C,
(2) Q a−→Q′; Q′ ∈C implies P a−→P′, for some P′ ∈C,
(3) P
%
−→ implies  m(P; C)=  m(Q;C),
(4) Q
%
−→ implies  m(Q;C)=  m(P; C).
Processes P and Q are strongly lumping bisimilar, denoted by P∼lQ; if (P;Q)∈S
with S a strong lumping bisimulation.
The de-nitions of weak lumping bisimulation (≈l) and lumping observational con-
gruence (≈cl) are directly obtained from weak Markovian bisimulation (De-nition 20),
respectively Markovian observational congruence (De-nition 22), by replacing
 ′m( ; a; C) by  m( ; C).
Theorem 26. ∼l and ≈cl are congruences with respect to all operators in IMC.
Example 27. Consider a queueing system in which jobs arrive and wait until they are
executed by two servers. An in-nite population of jobs is assumed. Jobs arrive with
an exponentially distributed inter-arrival time (with rate 
) while the processing delay
of jobs by each server takes exponential time (with rate ). This system is known as a
M=M=2=1-queueing system, where M stands for exponential distribution of the arrival
and service process, respectively, 2 indicates the number of servers, and 1 denotes the
bu3er capacity. We consider a modular description of an M=M=2=1-queueing system.
The use of immediate actions is crucial for the modularity of the speci-cation [56].
The queueing system is constructed from a few components: an arrival process Arr,
a bu3er Bu@ and a server Multi consisting of two processors Proc. The arrival process
is modelled as a Poisson stream with rate 
:
Arr := (
):a: Arr Bu@ := a:d:Bu@
A simple one-place bu3er is used to disconnect the arrival stream from the servers. If
the bu3er is non-empty, it can deliver (d) a job to either of the servers. If it is full,
incoming jobs are ignored. The two servers are working independently. If possible, a
server takes a job out of the queue (d) without spending time. Afterwards it processes
the job with rate .
Multi := Proc ‖∅ Proc Proc := d:(): Proc
The whole system consists of the arrival stream, queue and multi-server appropriately
synchronised. From the environment, the actions a and d are not visible. This is realized
by the relabelling function h de-ned as the identity function on A, except for h(a)= %
and h(d)= %.
Sys := (Arr ‖a (Bu@ ‖dMulti)) [h]
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Fig. 8. Semantic model of the M=M=2=1-queueing system.
Table 9
Axioms for IMC for lumping bisimulation
(RL5) ((
): P)[f] = (
): P[f]
(%5′) (
): P + %:Q= %:Q
(P1′′′) for P=
∑
i
(
i): Pi +
∑
k
ak : Pk and Q=
∑
j
(j): Qj +
∑
l
bl: Ql:
P ‖A Q=
∑
i
(
i): (Pi ‖A Q)
+
∑
j
(j): (P ‖A Qj)
+
∑
k;l
{ak : (Pk ‖A Ql) | ak ; bl ∈A; ak = bl}
+
∑
k
{ak : (Pk ‖A Q) | ak =∈A}
+
∑
l
{bl: (P ‖A Ql) | bl =∈A}
The semantic model obtained via the operational semantic rules is depicted in Fig. 8
(top). For the sake of readability, dotted unlabelled transitions are used to indicate
%-transitions. One may argue that this model is far away from the model usually ex-
pected, depicted below. However, both belong to the same equivalence class of lumping
observational congruence. Again, equally shaded states form an equivalence class.
7.4. Equational theory
To complete the picture, we address sound and complete axiomatisations for ∼l
and ≈cl . Let VA be the axiom system consisting of axioms (B1)–(B4) (cf. Table 2),
(R1)–(R3) (cf. Table 2), (RL1) and (RL3) (cf. Table 5), (I1), (RL4) (cf. Table 7) and
axioms (RL5) and (P1′′′) listed in Table 9. This axiom system is sound and complete
for regular terms in IMC and lumping bisimulation.
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Theorem 28. For any P;Q∈ IMCR; VA  (P=Q) if and only if P ∼l Q.
Now let VA
′
be the axiom system consisting of the axioms in VA (where guarded
means strongly guarded), and of (%1)–(%3) (cf. Table 7), and of (%4′), (
):%: P=(
):
P. VA′ is sound and complete for strongly regular terms in IMC and lumping observa-
tional congruence.
Theorem 29. For any P;Q∈ IMCSR; VA′  (P=Q) if and only if P ≈cl Q.
Example 30. The two systems depicted in Fig. 8 are lumping observational congru-
ent. To establish this property formally, we shall exemplify a small fragment of the
necessary syntactic transformations, applying the complete axiomatisation of lumping
observational congruence. For the sake of simplicity, axioms (R1)–(R3) are applied
implicitly. First, the starting state is expanded using (P1′′′), afterwards symmetries and
maximal progress can be exploited:
Sys = (Arr‖a(Bu@ ‖d(Proc‖∅ Proc))))[h]
(P1′′′)
= ((
) : (a : Arr‖a(Bu@ ‖d(Proc‖∅ Proc))))[h]
(P1′′′)
= ((
) : a : (Arr‖a(d :Bu@ ‖d(Proc‖∅ Proc))))[h]
(RL5);(RL4)
= (
) : % : (Arr‖a(d :Bu@ ‖d(Proc‖∅ Proc))[h])
(%1)
= (
) : (Arr‖a(d :Bu@ ‖d(Proc‖∅ Proc))[h])
(RL4);(P1′′′)
= (
) : ( (
) : (a : Arr‖a(d :Bu@ ‖d((Proc‖∅ Proc)))[h]
+ % : (Arr‖a(Bu@ ‖d(Proc‖∅ () : Proc)))[h]
+ % : (Arr‖a(Bu@ ‖d(() : (Proc‖∅ Proc)))[h]
)
(%5)
= (
) : ( % : (Arr‖a(Bu@ ‖d(Proc‖∅ () : Proc)))[h]
+ % : (Arr‖a(Bu@ ‖d(() : Proc‖∅ Proc)))[h]
)
(P1′′′);(B2)
= (
) : ( % : (Arr‖a(Bu@ ‖d(Proc‖∅ () : Proc)))[h]
+ % : (Arr‖a(Bu@ ‖d(Proc‖∅ () : Proc)))[h]
)
(I1)
= (
) : (% : (Arr‖a(Bu@ ‖d(Proc‖∅ () : Proc)))[h])
(%1)
= (
) : ( (Arr‖a(Bu@ ‖d(Proc‖∅ () : Proc)))[h]︸ ︷︷ ︸)
Sys′
After reducing the expanded starting term, a sub-term Sys′ remains. Following the
above way, the sub-term Sys′ can be explored further, leading to
Sys′ := (): Sys+ (
): Sys′′
where Sys′′ = (Arr ‖a (Bu@ ‖d (() :Proc ‖∅ () :Proc))) [h]. From that we get
Sys′′ := (2): Sys′ + (
): Sys′′′
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where Sys′′′ = (Arr ‖a (d:Bu@ ‖d ((): Proc‖∅ :Proc))) [h]. Finally, we get
Sys′′′ := (2): Sys′′ + (
): Sys′′′
The transition system that is sketched in Fig. 8 (bottom) describes the behaviour of Sys.
8. From specication to quality assurance
8.1. Obtaining a CTMC
By transforming the semantic model into a CTMC and then analysing it by means
of numerical solution algorithms for Markov chains, we can obtain performance and
reliability measures for a given speci-cation. If the model contains timed transitions
only, it directly corresponds to a CTMC. An ordinary di3erential equation system
needs to be solved to obtain the state probabilities of the CTMC at a particular time
instant t (transient analysis). Alternatively, solving a linear equation system leads to the
state probabilities in the equilibrium (stationary analysis). These limiting probabilities
(where t −→ ∞) are known to exist for arbitrary -nite (homogeneous, continuous
time) Markov chains. EOcient numerical algorithms are known for either of these
tasks [97].
If immediate actions are involved (as it is the case in IMAC and IMC), the situation
is di3erent. As discussed in Section 6, immediate actions happen as soon as they
become enabled. In order to ensure that this enabling cannot be delayed by further
composition, abstraction of immediate actions is mandatory. In the stochastic process,
these immediate actions correspond to immediate transitions. The presence of immediate
transitions leads to two kinds of states in this process: (vanishing) states with outgoing
immediate transitions and (tangible) states without such transitions. If several immediate
transitions emanate from a single state, the decision among these alternatives is non-
deterministic, and depends on which actions are o3ered by the environment. If we
consider the system as a closed system (which is made explicit by hiding all immediate
actions) the decision among several (now internalised) immediate transitions still has
to be taken. Note that a non-deterministic decision is conceptually di3erent from an
equi-probable decision!
Therefore, a system with non-determinism might be regarded as stochastically under-
speci-ed, but actually it does not necessarily have to be so, as in the example in Fig. 8.
There non-determinism has been eliminated by application of lumping observational
congruence, since non-deterministic alternatives only lead (via some internal, immediate
steps) into equivalent states. This exempli-es the way we generally pursue to cope
with non-determinism. If non-determinism still remains after factorising with respect
to lumping (or Markovian) observational congruence, the speci-cation is stochastically
under-speci-ed. In this case one may resort to some notion of Scheduler [103] to
determine the stochastic process to be analysed. Alternatively, one derives performance
bounds as in De Alfaro’s work [29].
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8.2. Compositional model generation and reduction
From a practitioner’s point of view relations such as lumping observational congru-
ence are bene-cial both for eliminating immediate transitions, and for alleviating the
state space explosion problem by means of lumping. Both e3ects can be achieved by
means of the same strategy, known as compositional generation and reduction. Exploit-
ing the congruence property, the semantics of a complex speci-cation is applied in a
componentwise fashion, and interweaved with reduction steps, where sub-terms are re-
placed by minimised, yet congruent, representatives. Minimising an arbitrary sub-term
of a speci-cation in this way does not alter the behaviour of the whole speci-cation.
In principle, it is possible to produce the minimised representatives by term rewriting
on the level of the syntax [49]. This symbolic approach has been automated for some
non-stochastic process calculi [40].
A di3erent approach works on the level of the transition system, factorising the
whole state space into equivalence classes of states. A minimal representation is ob-
tained afterwards, representing each class by a single state. This strategy requires a
-nite state space. The necessary algorithms to compute (strong, weak) Markovian (or
lumping) bisimulation have essentially the same complexity as their classical counter-
parts [47, 57]. This embodies that in the worst case strong Markovian bisimulation can
be checked in time that is linear in the number of transitions and logarithmically in
the number of states. Weak Markovian bisimulation has a worst-case time complexity
that is cubic in the number of states. By applying compositional minimisation, compo-
sitional Markov chain speci-cations with very large state spaces become tractable, as
outlined in [51].
8.3. Exploiting the structure of the speciAcation for analysis
Investigating todays (and future) resource-sharing systems we are usually faced with
the problem that the real system is extremely complex having a variety of di3erent
hardware and software components. As a consequence, a straightforward modelling
technique using stochastic process algebras usually leads directly to models of unman-
ageable size, known as the state space explosion problem. Simplifying the model is a
potential way out, but frequently leads to oversimpli-cation implying inaccurate eval-
uation of the system’s properties. Hence, systematic search for structure and symmetry
is necessary, and much of the research in the area of stochastic process algebras has
been devoted to this topic indeed. Fig. 9 illustrates several ways to cope with the state
space explosion problem, by exploiting the structure of the stochastic process algebra
speci-cation. We take this -gure as a roadmap to discuss di3erent possibilities that
have been studied. A more thorough overview is given in [64].
A speci-cation P (a stochastic process algebra term) is usually obtained from a
detailed study of functional and temporal information of the resource-sharing system
to be investigated. This process might involve assumption about (or measurement of )
the timing behaviour of components of the real system, and=or formalising properties
of the system from an informal description.
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Fig. 9. From stochastic process algebra speci-cation to performance metrics.
For such a speci-cation P, the direct way to obtain performance metrics for P is
depicted in the center of Fig. 9. By applying the formal semantics, a semantic model
<P= is obtained, that is subsequently analysed as described in Section 8.1. However, the
state space of <P= will frequently be far too large to be manageable (as indicated by the
size of the grey shade). In several cases however, there is a minimised semantic model
that is equivalent with respect to an appropriate notion of equivalence (such as ≈cm
or ≈cl), and is still manageable [51]. It is depicted in the middle of the right column
of the -gure. Since the equivalence notion does not a3ect functional and temporal
properties of a speci-cation, performance metrics can equally be obtained from the
minimised semantic model. However, it is not clear how to reach that minimised model.
Minimising <P= su3ers from the fact that <P= is intractably large. But, as mentioned in
Section 8.2 it is possible to obtain a term Pmin by term rewriting on the level of the
syntax, such that <Pmin= has a minimal state space. We have exempli-ed this strategy
in Section 7 (cf. Example 30). Another way to reach this minimal state space is based
on compositional reduction, as discussed in Section 8.2. The complete speci-cation P
is decomposed into subterms P1 : : : Pn. Each of these subterms have their respective
semantic model <P1= : : : <Pn= that can be minimised in isolation and then be composed
in a stepwise manner, possibly involving further minimisation steps. The congruence
property is crucial for compositional reduction.
The remaining paths depicted on the left in Fig. 9 have not been covered in this paper
so far. They are all based on decomposition of the speci-cation P into subterms with
their corresponding semantic models <P1= : : : <Pn=. These models can either be analysed
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in isolation, or their analysis can be mixed. The latter approach, compositional analysis,
has been investigated by Mertsiotakis and others [77, 65, 78, 14].
Typically, compositional analysis methods are tailored to models of a particular shape
(i.e. of a certain syntactic subclass), they usually provide approximate results for the
stationary state probabilities. For instance, if the model contains rates of very di3erent
dimensions, like in models involving reliability aspects, this leads to so-called sti@
Markov chains, for which the standard solution e3ort is drastically increased. Such
models are the attack point for time-scale decomposition [65], where the state space
is partitioned into fast and slow components, based on a distinction between fast and
slow actions, according to a threshold value for the rate. The generation of the whole
state space at once is avoided; only a single partition is held in memory at a time.
Under certain conditions (near complete decomposability) the accuracy of the results
is excellent.
The most elegant way traverses via the lower left corner of Fig. 9. However it is
only applicable to highly restricted syntactic subclasses. Here, the performance met-
rics (usually steady-state probabilities) are calculated for each individual submodel
<P1= : : : <Pn=. Afterwards, the overall performance metrics are composed from the indi-
vidual results, for instance by multiplying individual state probabilities. Hillston and
co-authors have studied such product form solutions in the setting of stochastic process
algebras [44, 66, 67, 95].
9. Non-Markovian process algebra
The calculi we have discussed so far have in common that delays are governed by
exponential distributions. In this section we will brie8y discuss how – on the basis
of separating time- and action-transitions – arbitrary, non-Markovian probability dis-
tributions can be supported. We have shown that due to the memoryless property,
exponential distributions can be smoothly incorporated into an interleaved setting. As a
consequence, Milner’s expansion law can be easily obtained for the exponential case.
If we allow actions to be delayed by arbitrary distributions, though, the following
equation is invalid (for arbitrary distributions F and G):
(F):a: P ‖∅ (G):b:Q = (F):(a: P ‖∅ (G):b:Q) + (G):((F)a: P ‖∅ b:Q) (2)
since, for instance, after the delay imposed by F , the residual lifetime of G has to
be computed in order to correctly determine the remaining delay before b becomes
enabled.
The idea that we pursue in this section is to make a distinction between three activ-
ities: (i) starting a delay, (ii) -nishing a delay, and (iii) the occurrence of immediate
actions. This syntactic separation and a semantical model (based on a variant of timed
automata [4]) that supports this view has been brought up by D’Argenio, Katoen and
Brinksma [25]. A similar distinction, though only at a semantical level, has been made
in GSMPA [16].
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9.1. Syntax
Since the emphasis of this paper is on Markovian process algebras, we do not give
a complete description of this approach – for this we refer to [25–27] – but sketch
the basic ideas. The three distinguished activities mentioned above are represented in
the syntax as follows. Let C be a set of clocks with (x; F)∈C for x a clock name
and F an arbitrary distribution. We abbreviate (x; F) by xF . Let C ⊆C be a -nite
set of clocks. A clock is initialised with a sample of its associated distribution. The
term {|C|} P behaves like P after all clocks in C have been initialised according to
their distribution. Once initialised a clock counts down until it expires (i.e., when it
reaches the value 0). All clocks run at the same speed. On the expiration of clocks,
the occurrence of actions is triggered. The term C →P behaves after the expiration of
all clocks in C like P. Notice that ∅ →P behaves like P. Let I be as before. Then the
syntax of is
P ::=
∑
i∈I
Ci → P | a: P | {|C|}P |P ‖A P |P [f] |X | rec X: P
9.2. Semantics
The semantics of is de-ned in terms of stochastic automata, a kind of timed
automata where clocks are initialised according to probability distribution functions.
States are equipped with a -nite set of clocks that are set according to their distribu-
tion function as soon as the state is reached. For state s this set is denoted by 3(s).
Transitions are labelled with pairs of actions and sets of clocks: s
a;C−→ s′ denotes that
the system can move from state s to s′ while performing action a if all clocks in C
have expired (i.e. have reached value 0).
To associate a stochastic automaton to a given term P in the language, we de-ne
its di3erent components. 7 In order to de-ne the automaton associated to a parallel
composition, we introduce the operation ck. ck(P) is a process that behaves like P
except that no clock is set at the very beginning. The clock setting function 3 is de-ned
as the smallest set satisfying: 3(0)= 3(a:P)= 3(ck(P))= ∅, 3(∑i Ci → Pi)= ⋃i 3(Pi),
3(P ‖A Q)= 3(P)∪ 3(Q), 3({|C|}P)=C ∪ 3(P) and 3(rec X: P)= 3(P). −→ is de-ned
as the smallest relation satisfying the rules in Table 10.
Clearly, since arbitrary probability distributions are allowed, the underlying stochastic
process does not have to satisfy the Markov property (cf. Section 3.2). Due to the
presence of immediate actions we cannot even guarantee in general that a stochastic
process is obtained anyway – like for IMAC and IMC. In case non-determinism is
resolved (or absent), it can be shown [26] that the underlying stochastic process is a
homogeneous, mono-rated 8 generalised semi-Markov process (GSMP), a model that
7 Here we assume that P does not contain any name clashes of clock variables. This is not a severe
restriction since terms that su3er from such name clash can always be properly renamed into a term without
such name clash [25].
8 Since all clocks run at the same speed.
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Table 10
Operational semantics for
a: P
a;∅→P
Pj
a;C→ P′j∑
i∈I
Ci →Pi
a;C∪Cj→ P′j
( j ∈ I)
P
a;C′→ P′
{|C|}P a;C′→ P′
P
a;C→ P′
P ‖A Q a;C→ P′ ‖A ck(Q)
(a =∈ A)
Q ‖A P a;C→ ck(Q) ‖A P′
P
a;C→ P′; Q a;C
′
→ Q′
P ‖A Q a;C∪C
′→ P′ ‖A Q′
(a ∈ A) P
a;C→ P′
ck(P) a;C→ P′
P
a;C→ P′
P[f]
f(a);C→ P[f]
P{rec X: P=X} a;C→ P′
rec X: P
a;C→ P′
is suited as a mathematical framework for the study of stochastic discrete-event systems
[96].
Example 31. To exemplify the operational semantics we consider a queueing system
similar to the one of Example 27, where the inter-arrival time of jobs and the ser-
vice time of jobs are governed by an arbitrary distribution. For simplicity we take a
single server. To show the regularity we take a bu3er of in-nite capacity. The resulting
system is known as a G=G=1=∞-queueing system. The compositional speci-cation
amounts to
Bu@ 0 := a:Bu@ 1
Bu@ i+1 := a:Bu@ i+2 + d:Bu@ i for i¿0
Arr := {|xF |}{xF} → a: Arr
Proc := d:{|yH |}{yH} → c: Proc
Sys := Arr ‖a (Bu@ 0 ‖d Proc)
Using the operational semantics of Table 10 it can be shown that the semantics of the
Sys-speci-cation boils down to the stochastic automaton depicted in Fig. 10. Here, we
represent a state s as a circle containing the clocks that are to be set in s, and denote
edges by arrows. Empty sets are omitted; in particular d stands for d, ∅.
9.3. Equivalences and equational theory
Di3erent forms of bisimulation have been proposed for [25]. Structural bisimula-
tion only considers the structure of a stochastic automaton, is strongly related to strong
bisimulation and allows to obtain an expansion law in a neat way. For instance,
{|xF |}P′ ‖∅ {|yG|}Q′
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Fig. 10. Stochastic automaton of the compositional G=G=1=∞-queueing system.
where P′= {xF} → a: P and Q′= {yG} → b:Q, is structurally bisimilar to
{|xF ; yG|}(({xF} → a:(P ‖∅ Q′)) + ({yG} → b:(P′ ‖∅ Q))):
The reader is invited to compare this to Eq. (2). Structural bisimulation does not
equate terms that might be equal from the probabilistic point of view – like Markovian
bisimulation and lumping observation congruence do – but which are not structural
bisimilar. For instance, an equivalent of
(
): P + (): P = (
+ ): P
is not preserved under structural bisimulation. In order to consider such equivalences
and axioms, the interpretation of stochastic automata in terms of (highly in-nite) prob-
abilistic transition systems must be considered. Such systems can be considered as a
continuous variant of the alternating model [42] and are similar to simple probabilistic
systems [94]. By de-ning a notion of probabilistic bisimulation (a continuous variant of
Larsen and Skou’s probabilistic bisimulation [74]) on these in-nite transition systems,
one obtains
({|xF |}{xF} → P) + ({|yG|}{yG} → P) = {|zH |}{zH} → P;
where H equals the minimum of F and G. 9 For more details see [25].
10. Conclusions and challenges
10.1. Summary of results
In this paper we have summarised the basic theoretical results in the -eld of stochas-
tic process algebras. We have concentrated on the di3erent ways in which random
durations can be incorporated into a classical process algebra, and have extensively
treated notions of equivalence, and sound and complete axiomatisations. We conclude
this survey by brie8y considering the relationships between the various Markovian
calculi discussed in this paper, see Fig. 11.
9 Recall that in case of exponential distributions this means that if F and G are exponential distributions
with rates 
 and , respectively, then H is an exponential distribution with rate 
 + .
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Fig. 11. Relation between the discussed Markovian calculi.
Let PA denote classical process algebra (over the signature a: ; + , ‖A , rec
X: ; [f]) with observational congruence as notion of equivalence. A line connects
two calculi, whenever the upper one is a conservative algebraic extension of the lower,
in the sense of [28]. For instance, IMAC conservatively extends IMC since IMC’s pre-
-x (
): P corresponds to IMAC’s pre-x (%; 
): P (cf. footnote 6 on page 31). Due to
the non-standard semantics of pre-xing (that invalidates idempotence for choice) MAC
inherits from MC that it fails to be a conservative algebraic extension of PA. Note
that, even though IMAC is the top element in this lattice, we prefer the framework of
IMC, since the additional expressiveness of IMAC is lacking an intuitive interpretation,
because it cannot represent the maximum of two exponential distributions.
We have restricted to (strongly) guarded expressions just for the sake of keeping
the presentation concise. To extend the algebras to unguarded expressions is feasible,
but involves some non-standard axioms to capture the interplay of maximal progress
and divergence [52].
10.2. Trends and future work
10.2.1. Non-Markovian process algebra
The main issues in de-ning semantics and equivalences for Markovian process al-
gebras have been settled, as explained in this paper. Although for arbitrary distribu-
tions some promising developments are ongoing (like the approach for discussed in
Section 9), several questions are to be considered for this case. For instance, it has
not been investigated yet how a notion like Markovian observational congruence can
be adopted to the general case. In addition, it is unclear how the various semantical
models proposed so far – like event structures [18], stochastic task graphs [59], step
and ST-semantics [16] and stochastic automata [25] – are interrelated.
10.2.2. Compact representation of state spaces
One of the main problems is the state-space explosion. In Section 8 we discussed
some approaches to circumvent this problem to a certain extent: model reduction using
equivalences, compositional model reduction, and exploiting the structure for analysis
purposes. Various case studies show that despite these techniques there is a need to
combat the state space explosion problem even more. An interesting trend is to consider
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variants of multi-terminal binary decision diagrams (MTBDDs) to encode Markovian
transition systems in an eOcient way [41], and to calculate equivalence classes on the
basis of this representation [53, 57].
10.2.3. SpeciAcation of performance measures
Traditionally, performance measures are obtained from Markov chains by includ-
ing real-valued weights (called rewards) into the model and calculating the desired
performance measures using a weighted sum over steady-state probabilities. There are
currently (more or less) two approaches for the speci-cation of performance measures,
like throughput, utilisation, in process algebras. In the -rst approach rewards are in-
cluded as “-rst class citizens” of the Markovian process algebra. The basic idea of this
approach is to extend the pre-x (a; 
): P into a triple (a; 
; r): P where r denotes a real
number. Accordingly, semantics and equivalence relations are extended with rewards
[9, 72]. An alternative approach is to specify the measure of interest in a temporal
logic extended with rewards. Such an approach for Hennessy–Milner logic has been
proposed in [21]. A challenging direction for future research is to combine such logical
approach with model checking techniques [29, 8].
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